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rising is platinumgames' first exclusive title, and it was possible that they were a bit nervous about
the challenge. however, kojima productions and platinumgames collaborated on the development of
rising, and were able to focus on their respective strengths. kojima productions was also able to
collaborate with many other developers on rising. at that time, platinumgames had already started
working on bayonetta, which was released in january 2008. kojima productions assisted with the
development of the game's stages. additionally, platinumgames provided the game's action
segments. during e3 2012, kojima was interviewed by kotaku at a press conference for the upcoming
metal gear solid v: the phantom pain and was asked about metal gear rising: revengeance. during
the interview, he stated that the game will be something different from the series, and will not be a
continuation of anything. when asked if metal gear rising would be a continuation of the series or a
new series, he replied, "we are not a continuation of the series. it is something different. you know
what? i don't even want to say. i am sorry." [14] kojima made a short appearance at the spike video
game awards 2012 in november 2012 in which he explained that the story for metal gear rising:
revengeance is different from metal gear solid v: ground zeroes, and that he wanted to create a
game with different enemies and gameplay. he described metal gear rising as "an adventure with
zombies". [16]
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the game is set in the year 2040 and is set in the same timeline as the original metal gear and the
metal gear solid series. raiden awakens in a prison cell under the s3n base in antarctica. he is

rescued by his old friend and mentor, dr. naomi hunter, and the two of them escape. in the process,
raiden learns that the s3n had been tracking him down since his disappearance seven years earlier.
for the first time in a metal gear game, there are no bosses, just small groups of enemy soldiers that
are not as heavily armed as the mgs2 cyborgs. the soldiers also use real-time regenerative health,
unlike the cyborgs, who have enough hp to take multiple hits and healing items. this change was

made to appease "the people who wanted to play the game with as few restrictions as possible." the
game features a "safe mode" which allows the player to choose the weapons the enemies use. it also

allows the player to choose the particular type of enemy he or she wants to fight. this mode is
similar to the "classic" metal gear gameplay. raiden can also use the "surprise raid" tactic, where he
throws smoke grenades and other explosives to create diversion to let him sneak past. kojima also
said that the game will feature enhanced camera angles to capture more action and give the player
the feeling of being close to the action. the game also has a system similar to metal gear solid that
allows the player to quickly change the camera angle by pressing the l3 button. metal gear rising is
the first metal gear game since metal gear solid 4 to not have any loading screens between areas. it

also features a multiplayer mode, but it can only be played with friends online. 5ec8ef588b
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